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Realizing that it would be poor policy indeed to brush upon the moonshiners unawares, I               
began singing in a very loud voice and unmusical voice...Suddenly I rounded a large holly               
tree and found myself almost in the midst of a huge distilling plant. Before me appeared                
kegs and barrels… Not a soul in sight. My ruse had worked and the moonshiners had                
discreetly cleared out…..I stepped boldly up to the still and placed a few fagots on the                
fire...by that act I had become equally guilty with them in making the liquor and could not                 
report what I had seen...A hundred yards later, I called out ´That's all right fellows. You                
needn't worry about me.´ Somewhere down the ridge below me a cheerful voice             
answered: ´OK stranger, no harm done.  1

 

In 1929, the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club (PATC) hired Roy Ozmer to find the 

route for the Appalachian Trail from Washington D.C. to Georgia.  Although the northern 

route of the Appalachian Trail was assembled from pre-established local trails and 

maintained by eager volunteers, each inch of the south from Washington D.C. had to be 

plotted and blazed.  There were numerous challenges - physical and cultural.  Ozmer’s 

account of encountering moonshiners illustrates there were distinct cultural differences 

between northerners and southerners about how land should be used - should the land 

be used for business or pleasure - and who should be able to use it.  Over the course of 

the next 8 years, efforts to build the southern route of the Appalachian Trail would be 

delayed by numerous cultural differences between northern urban outdoor recreational 

enthusiasts and rural southerners. The completion of the Appalachian trail in 1937 

required trust building and numerous compromises between northerners and 

southerners.  

The idea for the Appalachian Trail came from Benton Mackaye who wanted to 

create a hiking trail stretching from Maine to Georgia to connect the northern and 

southern halves of the country. He believed land preservation could be used for 
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recreation and conservation and would help people living in rural communities, the 

environment, and people living in urban areas.  

He proposed the idea for a trail during the Great Depression and believed having 

a place to volunteer and relax would boost the morale of the people living in the 

neighboring areas during the depression.  A trail would bring people together 2

“cooperation replaces antagonism, trust replaces suspicion, emulation replaces 

competition”  Although Mackaye had the idea, the Appalachian trail was created and 3

run entirely by a network of trail clubs in the northeast. In 1925, local clubs were 

organized under the Appalachian Trail Club (ATC) to provide for the development and 

maintenance of the trail.  In 1968, the National Trail Act made the Appalachian Trail part 

of the National Parks Service, but a large portion of trail maintenance still comes from 

the ATC today.  

In the 1920s, the people who were involved in establishing the Appalachian Trail 

in the north and the south had conflicting perspectives on the role of nature.  Urban 

northerners saw nature as a place to relax from the stress of the city.  Rural southerners 

saw nature as a place to live and work. Outdoor recreation activities, including hiking, 

were a past time of the wealthy upper class living in cities like New York.  Some of 4

these urban dwellers owned several rural properties and their own hiking clubs. In the 
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New York metropolitan area alone, there were 75 different hiking clubs.  “There was a 5

group of working class Germans who called themselves Naturfreunde and “practiced a 

mild form of Socialism”. In the Bronx, the Young Men’s Hebrew Association started its 

own hiking club for Jewish members. In Greenwich Village, a communist hiking club 

called the All-Tramp Soviet formed.  Hiking was an important activity for a diverse and 6

wide ranging group of people in the urban northeast.  

In the urbanized northeast, people saw rural areas as a place to recreate but in 

the rural southeast, rural areas were places people lived and worked. In the south, 

many people lived and worked in the forested mountain areas.  Southerners living along 

the path of the Appalachian Trail had an economic relationship with the mountains, 

rather than a recreational relationship.  As a result they were more cautious when 7

allowing people to use their land.  There was, and still is, a different culture in the South. 

These economic and cultural differences caused conflict when building the trail. 

The conflict became apparent when people from the north headed south to build 

the trail. In the north, landowners had a good relationship with local hiking clubs and 

were generally willing to let the occasional hiker go through their land. In the north, 

“Private volunteers with the Appalachian trail conference relied on oral “handshake” 

agreements with landowners. Because trail use was minimal and relatively local, most 

landowners were willing to have a few weekend adventurers cross their property.”  The 8

5 New York-New Jersey trail conference, Vistas and Visions: A History of the New York-New Jersey trail 
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volunteers knew the landowners, and knew the terms of the agreement with them. 

When the ATC proposed a formal establishment of the Appalachian Trail, there was 

established trust between the landowners and the trail builders. Landowners knew that 

their wishes would be respected and that their land would not be taken away from them. 

This strategy worked well in the north, however, when northerners tried to bring this 

method into the south, it was ineffective.  

In some cases, it was because of the superior attitude of northerners. Since the 

Civil War, people in the North saw themselves as better than the people in the South, 

and considered themselves more wealthy or better educated. People from the North 

also thought they that knew about what the land should be used for and that they knew 

how to create the best trail. This attitude did not please the southerners, and created 

further distrust between the South and the North.  An example of this attitude is seen in 

an anecdote about northern trail volunteer and advocate Judge Perkins. According to 

the pastor of the University Baptist church in Brookhaven, Georgia, who led an outing 

with Perkins during his trip, “perhaps it was Perkins general attitude toward all things 

southern that caused our little friction. He realized HE was from the North and HE was 

rich… I tried to retain our southern hospitality.”   9

The differing cultural perspectives about the role of nature and differing social 

and cultural norms between the volunteers from the North and landowners from the 

South caused conflict while building the Appalachian Trail.  

9 Sarah Mittlefehldt, Tangled Roots, University of Washington Press, 2013, 49 
 



In addition to the differing cultural attitudes that made building the trail difficult, 

the expanded role of the federal government throughout the south during the Great 

Depression created conflicts and complications to building a walking trail from Maine to 

Georgia.  

Two New Deal era programs - the Civilian Conservation Corp and the Tennessee 

Valley Authority (TVA) - radically changed the role of government in the lives of 

southern people.  These two massive federal programs were not well received and led 

southerners to view the federal government negatively.  Southerners resisted the 

creation of the Appalachian Trail because they incorrectly viewed the efforts to build the 

trail as a federal government program like the CCC or the TVA.  

The Civil Conservation Corps (CCC), was one of Roosevelt's biggest New Deal 

programs, and arguably one of the most successful programs.  The CCC jobs program 10

built national parks, improved recreational land usage, created camps and planted 

trees. Roosevelt believed that the CCC would get poor city boys into the country, teach 

them skills that would help them get a job, and send home a paycheck.  It would also 11

help the nation, giving people somewhere to recreate, and experience nature. 

Roosevelt set qualifications to participate in the program, as a way to help the people 

who needed it most. “Limit enrollment in the program to young men between the ages of 

10  Maher, Neil M. Nature's New Deal: The Civilian Conservation Corps and the Roots of the American 
Environmental Movement. Oxford University Press on Demand, 2008. 3 
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18 and 25 who were willing to send 25 dollars of their 30 dollar paycheck home to their 

families, all of which had to be listed on state relief registers.”   12

CCC camps were built in county, state and national forests. When a CCC camp 

was near the building site of the Appalachian trail, camp workers would work alongside 

volunteers to help build the Appalachian Trail (See Appendix 1).  This illustration also 

shows there is a relationship between the location of CCC camps and the line of the 

Appalachian trail. The CCC could only help build the trail in government owned forest, 

and not on private property, even if the CCC got permission from owners. Roosevelt did 

not want to show favoritism to some farmers over others.  Although the CCC and the 13

government helped build parts of the trail, the presence of the CCC led to conflict later 

when ATC volunteers met with landowners to establish the trail on private property.  

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was another New Deal program.  This 

program brought jobs to the region and provided electricity to the entire Tennessee 

River Valley.  Like the CCC program, it also led to conflict when finalizing the 

Appalachian Trail. 

In 1940, six rural towns were acquired and flooded to create Fontana Dam and 

Fontana Lake in North Carolina. The dam provided a source of electricity to residents in 

the Southern Appalachians and to the U.S. government for the war effort.  However, it 

12 Maher, Neil M. Nature's New Deal: The Civilian Conservation Corps and the Roots of the American 
Environmental Movement. Oxford University Press on Demand, 2008, 19 
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took away the homes of the people living in the area, nearly 1,300 families were 

displaced and 70,000 acres of land were taken.   14

 Another impact of the the TVA project and the CCC was to remove taxable land 

from economically depressed areas. “In places such as Swain County, Tennessee, 

home of the Fontana Dam, and the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, the federal 

government purchased approximately 80 percent of the land base.”  This action made 15

many people in this area extremely distrustful of the government.  

The CCC and the TVA New Deal programs created distrust between the local 

community and the federal government.  When volunteers working to build the 

Appalachian Trail asked local people to allow them to build the trail through their 

property, local people resisted. They were afraid of their land being taken, even though 

the trail had nothing to do with the government. Of course, at this point the Appalachian 

Trail had no formal association with the government.  This association led to distrust 

and was a barrier for those building the trail.  

The conflicts involved in completing the Appalachian Trail came from a strong 

distrust the southerners felt toward northern volunteers and the the federal government. 

There were three main ways that the volunteers overcame this conflict. The first way 

was to use hiking clubs and personal relationships to bridge the gap, the second was to 

convince southerners they were not a part of the government, and the third was working 

with local authority figures to gain trust. All of these methods were a compromise to the 

14 “Fontana Dam.” Digital Heritage, Western California University , 27 Oct. 2016, 
digitalheritage.org/2010/08/fontana-dam/. 
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original tactics used by the Appalachian Trail Club to complete the trail and led to the 

eventual creation of the Appalachian trail.  

One way the volunteers were able to compromise was by using existing hiking 

groups to talk to landowners. Hiking clubs in the North talked to clubs in the South and 

helped establish new clubs in the South.  This worked because people could relate over 

one common thing: hiking. The Potomac Appalachian Trail Club had a meeting with the 

Lynchburg Lions in Lynchburg, Virginia. After this meeting the Lynchburg Lions created 

a new trail club, the Natural Bridge Appalachian Trail club. This club  was a 

success.“The group became responsible for trail development from Rockfish Gap, 

across the Peaks of Otter and down through southwestern Virginia. In total, the new 

club was responsible for approximately three hundred miles of trail in Virginia.”  This 16

club and compromise helped build a large section of the trail, and the club continued to 

work closely with the Potomac club. The Lynchburg Lions were a powerful local group 

that people trusted, and that helped to gain the trust of many landowners, and 

concerned citizens.  

Another way that compromise overcame conflict was to demonstrate separation 

from the government.  Northern trail advocates needed to show that the trail was not 

going to harm the southern way of life because they just wanted a path to cut through 

private land. One way this was done was through scenic easements. A scenic 

easement allows the creation of a walking path but allows the owners to use the land for 

other uses like farming or hunting. When the Appalachian trail was first created, the 

16 Sarah Mittlefehldt, Tangled Roots, University of Washington Press, 2013, 44 
 



Trail purchased narrow easements.  People trusted that they owned their land, and that 

it was not being taken away from them.  

Another way that compromise was found was by building trust with well 

respected local authorities . In Swine County, near the Fontana Dam, there was 

violence and vandalism when the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club (PATC) started to 

build shelters, and to mark the trail. The club reported it to the authorities, who were 

“reluctant to arrest local citizens on the complaints of non residents.”  After another 17

incident of rock throwing by gangs, the PATC decided to hire local help. A “tough guy” 

by the name of Charlie Sisk was enlisted to help scare away the vandals. “Sisk was not 

only a talented mason, he was also well known in the area for recently killing a man in a 

drunken fight.”  When the gang came back, they saw Charlie and a member of the 18

PATC unloading their tools, “Mortar, trowels, and a couple of shotguns.” This scared 19

the gang, and the PATC was not bothered again.  

The PATC and the ATC used this technique several more times with success 

and was one of the most common ways to overcome conflict.  The local connection built 

a positive connotation of the trail, so that more people would help. This was done by 

making connections with local leaders. ¨Avery worked with Judge Perkins to actively 

recruit interest in the trail from members of existing influential organizations -that could 

help champion the cause.”  20

17 Sarah Mittlefehldt, Tangled Roots, University of Washington Press, 2013, 55 
18 Sarah Mittlefehldt, Tangled Roots, University of Washington Press, 2013, 55 
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 This was one of the most common ways that trust was built in making the trail, 

and was a major way that conflict was resolved. Creating a path stretching over 

fourteen states required overcoming conflicts through compromise and gaining trust 

from local residents and governments. In some places, compromise was harder to 

reach, because of previous government action, or because of class and cultural 

differences. The key to compromise was building trust. Everyone building the trail had to 

gain the trust of people living in the surrounding areas, in both the North and South. All 

of this work was put in by volunteers, donating their own time to make the trail possible. 

The Appalachian Trail is one of few projects this large completed entirely by volunteers, 

and this hard work and dedication can be seen throughout the history of the trail. “The 

Appalachian Trail maintainer had to be one third trail worker, one third organizer of 

other trail workers, but three-fourths diplomat among the landowners.”   21
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